
Introducing HoneyBuns™from Moda

Forty Fabulous 1½" strip
s!

Sweet Treat Bag
a little slice of heaven

This fun and fast bag makes up in minutes. It is the perfect ditty bag  
for sewing notions, a cosmetics bag or a gift bag – on its own or filled 
with treats for a special friend.

1   Align ends and sew 10 HoneyBun™strips together 
lengthwise. Back stitch each row to prevent seams from 
separating later. Press gently. Do not stretch. Press seams 
in one direction. Starch strips while pressing to give extra 
body to the new piece of “strip fabric”. Fold “strip fabric” 
rectangle together lengthwise and trim off selvages. 
Rectangle should measure approximately 10½" x42½". 

2   Measure rectangle, subtract 1" from length and cut 
fusible fleece to that measurement. Example: rectangle 
measures 10½" x42½"; cut fusible fleece 10½" x41½". 
Place prepared fleece on wrong side of rectangle ½" from 
end of “strip fabric” . Align outside edges and fuse fleece 
according to product directions.

4   Place rectangle, fleece side down, on a flat surface.  
Fold left end of rectangle toward center, right sides 
together Using a pin align edge of fleece and 4½” 
marked line. Pin and sew sides together using a ¼" seam 
allowance. Begin sewing at fold and stop at marked line. 
Back stitch seam. Repeat for opposite end of rectangle 
aligning on the second 4½" marked line.

3   Fold rectangle in half to find center. Mark with pin. 
Open rectangle, fleece side up draw a line to mark center 
of measure rectangle. Draw a second line 4½"to the left 
of the center line and a third line 4½"to the right.

Forty Fabulous 1½" strip
s!

Fabric requirements For 1 sweet treat bag

10 – HoneyBun™strips (1½"xWOF strips)
Fusible Fleece (Pellon 987F)
(1)1"– 1½" Button and Velcro for closure

Note: Two bags can be made from the 2 mini honey buns in 
the gift box. Four bags can be made from a full HoneyBun™

Hint: Sew strips in opposite directions to avoid 
 stretching and distortion. 
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5     Select the left pocket. Open seam then pinch seam at 
bottom to form triangle. Sew across triangle about 1¼" 
from point to create the bottom of bag. Repeat for the 
opposite side of pocket. Repeat steps for second pocket. 

6     Fold rectangle in half fleece side out. Pin and align 4½" 
lines from Step 3. Fold and pin the loose edge of both 
pockets away from edge so they will not be caught in 
seam. Use a CD or a small saucer to mark curve of flap.

7     Stitch flap using a ¼" seam. Start and stop on marked 
lines. Back stitch seams. Trim  and clip curve.

8     Turn bag flap right side out. Finger press and smooth 
curves and seams. Then turn one pocket right side out.

9     Stuff unturned pocket inside bag to create lining.

10     Turn under and pin raw edges of both pockets      
 matching strips. Top stitch to close opening.

11     Top stitch flap to complete Sweet Treat Bag.  
 Add button and Velcro for closure.

Make Bottom of Bag

Prepare Bag Flap

Completing Bag

Stitch 1¼" from point to make corner triangle

Pin and align 4½"  

Turn under and pin raw edges of both pockets matching strips.
Top stitch to close opening.
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